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Abstract 
In the current scenario, everything is uncertain and changeable where innovative ideas are developed and 
experimented by individuals with strong curiosity and inspiration towards the development of the nation. 
Here, art and craft play a crucial role which requires novelty with aesthetic sensibility and utility too. In 
craft domain, Wooden folding Screen (WFS) has become an integral part and a status symbol of life that 
creates harmony and peaceful ambiance in living space. WFS is considered as free standing furniture for the 
utility and embellishment of living space with aesthetic notion. In this regard, Saharanpur is known as one 
of the largest hubs of wood carving where wooden folding screen demonstrates the magnificent, classy and 
romantic appearance which is associated with elaborate carving, inlay and outlay work with traditional 
motifs. WFS of Saharanpur has been constructed the remarkable identity which throws light on its all 
aspects like functional, aesthetical and economical as well as quality consideration. Since the sixties till 
today, WFS of Saharanpur is being experimented and improved by artisan with new techniques, medium 
and designs. In present time, we see the upgrade version of WFS of Saharanpur woodcraft, but still need to 
improve more for advancement. This study explores the patterns and materials of WFS of Saharanpur with 
changing trends. This study brings to light on the old patterns of the WFS of Saharanpur verse the new one. 
In addition, the conclusive remark highlights the certain recommendations for innovation.  
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Introduction 
In the ancient time, the concept of interior decoration has been introduced by humans to 
decorate the living space from ancient time. They gradually developed and exposed his aesthetic 
sense knowingly or unknowingly. In interior decoration, artifacts like furniture, paintings and 
crafts create a magic in living space and leave a remarkable identity on spectators. Concerning to 
this, WFS reflects a device or an instrument that is movable, serviceable and aesthetically 
pleasing. It functions as a multipurpose room dividing wall that can be easily warehoused away 
when not in usage (Yagi & Hata, 1992).  Furthermore, it is often installed in house, restaurants, 
bars and office to maintain the privacy and convenience because it covers large space and 
generate a romantic aura.  
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With the arrival of the Mughals monarchs, the development and production of WFS were 
introduced in India and flourished rapidly in the various regions that came under the Mughals 
authority. Among these areas, Saharanpur district of Uttar Pradesh state of India which came 
under the authority of various rulers such as Maurya’s, Gupta’s, Sultanate, Lodhi’s, Mughal’s, 
Maratha’s and British ruler has been acknowledged as a hub of woodcraft.  It was during the 
Mughals that Saharanpur linked with artistic activity. “As a result, in 1817, after the collapse of 
Mughal rule in Kashmir, some wood carvers from Kashmir settled here for their livelihood” 
(Handa & Jain, 2000). Wulff (1966) stated that in Kashmir, the tradition of wood carving was 
introduced by the Persian artisans, who had been in this craft tradition since the days of the 
Armenian kings. Hence, WFS of Saharanpur came under the influence of Persian tradition as well 
as Mughal taste. It can be seen through design elements of WFS of Saharanpur. The WFS are 
mostly made in three and five pieces. In present scenario, WFS of Saharanpur has made a 
different identity with improved motifs and secured a reputed place. As per the modern 
requirements of the user, four panel screens are in trend which is placed in zig zag Position. The 
purpose of this paper is to explain the modernization of WFS of Saharanpur through different 
ways. The concluding remarks highlight the certain recommendation for improvement of WFS of 
Saharanpur. 

 

Research Methodology 

The research is constructed on primary as well as secondary data taken from market survey and 
relevant books, articles and journals. The main focus of the present study  is to analyze the new 
version of WFS of Saharanpur with transformation through  designs and materials and aiming to 
promote WFS of Saharanpur in national and international market with a new outlook. 

 

Growing Need of Modernization  

In the present scenario, within the discourse of modernization, craft sector has received the 
attention and offers immense possibilities of innovation. In the context of emerging knowledge, 
changing needs, tastes and lifestyles are the major components which force us to delve something 
new in material, designs and technology for development and improvement of the market 
culture. In this regard, before the sixties, the artisans were practicing their age old technique of 
production and produce the traditional patterns for their artifacts. Due to collapse of imperial 
rulers and after the independence of India, Saharanpur woodcraft came under the process of 
improvement which was the requirement of time. Because the aimed of artisans were to satisfy 
customers as per their requirements with changing taste. Therefore, new concepts and 
opportunities have been absorbed by artisans and customers and still applying in WFS of 
Saharanpur with a new body with an old soul. 

 

Journey of Modernization through Design elements of WFS  

The only authentic local history book, Saharanpur Sandarbh, informs that in the early stage of 
woodcraft, the grapevine motif was very prominent which was carved out with different shapes, 
quinquanglar leaves, borders and simple design. Gradually, the sense of aesthetic was developed 
in the artisans, as a result, various patterns were investigated from the various artifacts like 
monuments build during Sultanate and Mughal ages are found engraved or carved on wood. The 
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reflection of these monuments can be seen in the woodcraft, traditional old havelis and temples 
located primarily from Saharanpur and adjoining areas. It was the excellent way to conserve the 
culture. Between 1965 and 1970 WFS of Saharanpur came under the strong influence of Kashmiri 
craft; as a result, the form of Chinar tree leaves in the engraving was borrowed to enhance the 
beauty Saharanpur woodcraft (fig. 1). To cover the large surface the artisans have used Kashmiri 
motifs of woodcarving which have changed with modernized forms. The decade of 1970 brought 
engraved paintings which were made with the help of fulki and tahki. These engraved designs 
became famous as an alternative of paintings. Meanwhile, between 1975 and 1980 large variety of 
geometrical patters were introduced in WFS and became famous (fig.3). The motifs of WFS can be 
grouped into the four categories like vegetative motif, zoomorphic, figurative and geometrical 
motifs.  

    
 

Figure 1: Folding screen with Chinar leaf motif 

Figure 2: Folding screen with peacock motif 

Figure 3: Folding screen with geometrical motif 

Figure 4: Folding screen with figurative motif 

Source: Author 

Here, the authors serve the discussion on the absent motifs which have been applied in a 
particular time period. Before the discussion, there is a basic requirement to explain absent motif. 
The term absent motif denotes that those design elements which have been used very before in a 
particular decade by artisans, but in modern time, there is a no place for such kind of patterns. 
There are several responsible factors of this discontinuity of specific design like globalization has 
touched every section of society including art and craft also. New version of product with new 
designs, techniques and new materials are assumed to attract market and economic growth. It 
was driven through market culture rather than aesthetic (Handa & Jain, 2000). Therefore, some of 
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traditional designs were improved and revived as per international taste and some of excellent 
designs discarded due to market requirement and changing tastes of customers. For instance, 
wine vessel and wine cup are discarded design patterns which have been implemented on WFS of 
Saharanpur during the sixties (fig.5,6,7,8). Today, these graceful patterns have lost their identity 
in WFS of Saharanpur. During the market survey, the study is found that due to lack of 
continuity, the form of wine vessels and cups do not exist today.  

 

Wine, Wine Vessel and Wine cup in the eye of the Mughals 

Through the centuries the imagery of jam (wine cup), wine vessel and mai-khana (wine house) 
have been introduced in art and architecture as a design element. Wine vessel is not merely a 
beautiful form to adorn the surface; it is the richest mode of expressing emotions and aesthetics 
as well. It is also a representational object which symbolizes spirituality (Asher, 1992, pp. 117) The 
journey of wine and wine vessel has long years back, which came from Persia. Wine and wine 
vessel can be easily found in writing sources like literature, music. Many renowned and imperial 
poets were given the significant palace to wine in their poetry with its covered meaning. “In 
Persian literature, some of the legendary poets have composed Qasida (poetry) in the description 
of grapevine to the extent in which these types of poems got famous as a genre called Khamriyya 
or the wine poem in Persian literature.” (Dehkordi, Taghipoor, & Rezaei, 2015). 
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Figure 5,6,7,8: Old images of wooden folding screen with wine vessel design 

Source: Authors 

With the arrival of the Mughals in India, new artistic episodes were observed in Indian history. A 
different style of decoration was borrowed by the Mughals. For instance, Hindu, Persian and 
Islamic styles were adopted for ornamentation which made the Mughal art source of inspiration. 
With the passage of time and with the change of rulers in the Mughal dynasty, each Mughal ruler 
brought innovative motifs to decorate the artifacts and architecture, reflecting the social 
characteristic of that period. The wine vessel is based on Persian art and architecture. It was 
further used as a decorative motif in Mughal architecture (Bose, 2015).  In Islamic sacred book like 
Quran, the production and consumption of alcoholic beverages were prohibited in either small or 
large quantities as alcohol is injurious to health and affect the body and mind. Contrary to this 
tradition, Persian suggested moderate drinking as a best restorative for health. They also 
mentioned "the excess of it will do you harm, as much as other beneficial drugs, even 
elixir"(Sangar, 1998). Consumption of alcohol, mentioned above generates a lot of debate with 
respect of tendency of Mughal monarchs. Despite the restrict, ban on liquor imposed by the 
Islamic law, alcoholic beverages were widely practiced by the Mughal court culture and all 
Mughal monarchs from Babur to Aurangzeb.  Because the Mughal era is considered as the age of 
glamorization in which wine became a source of joy, fascination, pleasure, power and lavishness 
and proved as luxuriousness by the ruling class. “It can be seen in the Mughal miniature 
paintings, court poetry and architecture in which wine has depicted as a mode of expression the 
divine world” (Fuglerud, & Wainwright, 2015.) The depiction of wine vessel and wine cups were 
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the new subject in Jahangir’s era which were introduced in architecture and decorative arts due to 
his love of drinking. Jahangir was the cognoscente of art and craft with insight of excellence. Prior 
readings cited that Jahangir a habitual drinker who usually consumes double-distilled liquor of 20 
cups daily except Thursday night and Friday evening (Sangar, 1998). In history Jahangir was 
mentioned as a drinker who never conciliates his drinking habits despite his bad health and 
doctor’s serious advice. He only minimizes the intake of liquor from 20 to six cups (The Great 
Mughals and Their Food, 2011, October 24). In this concern, the pictorial representation of wine 
vessel and wine cup are associated with symbolic meaning which reveal Jahangir’s emotional 
attachment towards wine.  

Sharma (2008) stated that wine may be the fluid of life and symbol of the death and is 
typically connected with the source of intoxication. In the context of WFS of Saharanpur, wine 
vessels and wine cups were the source of decoration which came directly in Saharanpur woodcraft 
by the Mughal art and in Mughal art it came from Persian art. Therefore, Mughal style of 
architecture is clearly visible in this part. It can be seen in architectural treatment and structural 
embellishment of old havelis of Saharanpur where Persian decorative art (floral and faunal) and 
Indian figurative element got blended to embellish the exterior and interior. It may be the reason 
behind the adoption of Persian motifs that the artisans of Saharanpur were inspired by the design 
elements of Mughal monument as well as old havelis of Saharanpur where these motifs were 
implemented.  

 

Journey of Modernization through Material of WFS 

Changes are the necessity of nature which introduce us new technologies, materials and new 
ideas through various sources. The growing need of development, everything has been updated by 
human in each and every sector with quality consideration. In this concern, Saharanpur, 
popularly known as a Seesham gadh, where the artisans engage with craft tradition to create 
innovative ideas and are still trying to maintain quality. Gradually, the height of modernization 
has reached on its glance. As a result, Saharanpur woodcraft has been improved and 
experimented from the beginning till date. The several crucial episodes have merged into the vast 
history of Saharanpur woodcraft. On the basis of the market survey, interviews of manufacturers 
and different opinions regarding woodcraft, the study is found that WFS of Saharanpur has not 
merely changed as per the requirement of time, rather all woodcraft has modernized. Hence, the 
discussion of authors on modernization delves the changes through all woodcraft.  

The first chapter of woodcraft was introduced in Saharanpur from wooden comb of 
Sheesham which was embellished with “mirch ki bel” (peppervine) and gradually developed wood 
carving industry. That time Sheesham was the only wood used by the artisans. In recent times, 
the business of Saharanpur woodcraft has flourished all over the world and gained reputation 
through variation of household, decorative and entertainment items. In search of identity, WFS of 
Saharanpur had to pass through many phases of innovation. For Instance, between 1950 and 1960, 
a modern innovation known as inlaid work was introduced in Saharanpur through European 
influence. Inlay is a technique and commonly used in the decoration of craft where different kind 
of materials like ivory, silver, brass and even colored plastic is inserted into wooden surface. That 
time, ivory was used in inlay work on household item like flower pots, multipurpose boxes, trays 
and table top. Due to the changing taste of users and growing tendency of modernization, ivory 
work was replaced in camel bone powder, marble dust and multi colored plastic work (fig. 9). 
Between 1965 the innovation gave birth to brass overlaid crafting of wood. In this craft embossed 
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brass cut pieces in the desired shapes were pasted on the wood goods. It was the fruitful 
innovation for woodcraft industry (fig.10). Meanwhile, between 1975 and 1980 geometrical patters 
in different wood colors became famous. In this style wood pieces of different color wood were 
cut into geometric designs and then they were pasted together in a geometric pattern. This 
technique can be called as wood mosaic.  This artwork in the present time is winning the 
admiration of the buyers. The decade of 1980s brought changes in seasoned timber like mango 
wood, teak, redwood, and sal wood and many others were extensively used by artisans and still 
using presently. These woods are economically affordable to all classes as compared to Sheesham 
wood and the artisans wanted to maintain the reputation of Saharanpur on national and 
international market. As a result, they use different types of wood because they are adept at 
handling different wood. Since 1985 a new technique was presented in Saharanpur woodcraft 
known as antique work which especially makes in mango wood with burning effects (fig. 11). In 
this technique, the outer layer of wood is burned with the help of the burner flames and then rubs 
and polished to give the final touch to the partitions. With the passage of time and seeing the 
increasing demand of production, the artisans brought changes to fulfill the requirement of 
market. Since last two decades, other materials like wrought iron are being combined with wood 
to give a new direction to commercialize the traditional products (fig.12). More recently, the WFS 
of Saharanpur is made of medium density fibre (MDF) because it is very easy to chiseling work. By 
developing new raw materials, techniques and designs, the artisans are opened the 
multidimensional ways to enhance the Saharanpur woodcraft industry.   

   
Figure 9: Wooden screen of Sheesham with brass inlay work 

Figure 10: Wooden screen of Sheesham with outlay work 

Figure 11: Wooden screen of mango wood with antique work 

Figure 12: Wooden screen with wrought iron 

Source: Author 
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Conclusion 

To conclude, it can be considered that the modernization makes WFS of Saharanpur unique and 
introduce new concept which is the expression of development. In the path of development, it is 
directly associated with the Indian economy. Before the modification, WFS of Saharanpur was not 
much mesmerizing the people and slowly started losing its charm. Therefore, the government of 
India lay on emphasis on craft innovation sector and gives a platform to enhance the production 
with new techniques, new material and new patterns. Though the changing trends of WFS of 
Saharanpur demonstrate the way of improvement, but still there are certain recommendations 
which can be followed so as to make Saharanpur woodcraft more innovations such as a designer 
should be appointed to the enhancement of woodcraft. With the help of designer, new range of 
prototypes and designs can be made more interesting as per the requirement of the user and the 
current market needs and demands. One more suggestion should be applied like short term 
courses, workshops, seminars based on craft innovation, furniture designing and design study 
should be organized by the government of India to train the artisans to use new technology 
wherever possible in an attempt to make quality products with innovative opportunity. The 
reason that the artisans were never trained in design theory with any guidelines. So, they are 
producing woodcraft with his natural sensibility of form, these suggestions are essential to today’s 
time without losing its identity and soul. 
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